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f ..Marxism and Revisidn8isHJ'
1

There is a saying that if geometrical axioms aEect@d
i n m t s attempts would certainly b
rim of the natural scienms which coaflict
of theobgy provoked, and still provoke,
tion. No wonder, therefore, that the M
directly serves to enlighten and
d e r n society, which indicates the
proves the iaevitabIe (by virtue of economic development) replacement of the present sytem by a new order-no wonder that
this doctrine had to fight at every step in its coutse,
There is no need to speak of bourgeois science and philmphy,
which are officially taught by ofticid p r o b s m in order to befuddle the rising generation of the possessing classes d to
"coach" it against the internal and foreign enemy. This science
will not even hear of Marxism, declaring that it has been refuted
and annihilated. The young scientist8 who are 'building their
careers by refuting Socialism, and the deaepit elders who pre
sene the traditions of all the various outworn "sy~tems,"attack
Manc with equal zeal, The progress of Marxism and the fact that
its ideas are spreading and taking firm hold among the w i n g
class inevitably tend to inaease the frequency and intensity of
these bourgeois attacks on Marxism, which only becomes raonger, more hardened, and more tenadom every time it is "axmihilated" by o f 6 d xience.
But Mamism by no meam consolidated its position immediately wen among doctrines which are connected with the struggle
of the working dasn and which are current mainly among the p
letariat. In the first hall-century of its existence (from the
'fortia on) Marxism was engaged in combating theories fundamentally hostile to it. In the first half of the *forties Marx and
Engels demo?ished the radical Young Hegel-,
who probed
philosophical idealism. At the end of the 'forties the straggle
invaded the domain of economic doctrine, in opposition to
Proudhonism. The 'fifties saw the completion of thh struggle:
the criticism of the parries and doctrims which manifested &em.
5
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in thc stormy year of 1848. In the 'sixtics the atn@e WU
~fromthcdwrainofgendtheorymadomaind~er
to the direct labour movement: tbe ejection of Balcuninism from
the Intcraational. In the early 'menties the &tapin Germany W M
occupied for a shon while by the budhonist Miihlbqer, and in
the latter 'menties by the p i t i v i s t Dfihrjng, But the iducnce
of 130th on the proletariat was already absolutely inswfi-t.
Marxism wm already gaining an unquestionable victory over all
orher ideologies in the labour movement.
By the 'nineties this victory was in the main completed. Even
in the Latin countries, where the traditions of Proudhonism hcId
their growd longest of all, the labour patties actually based their
paogr~mmesand taaics on a Marxist foundation. The d v e d international organisation of the labour mwement-in the shape of
periodical.international mnpssm-from the outet, and almost
without a struggle, adopted the Marxist standpoint in dl essentials. But after Mamism had ousted all the more or Iess condstent doctrines hostile to it, the tendencies expressed in those
domines began to w k other channels. The forms and motives
of the struggle changed, but the struggle continued And the second hdfeatury in the existence of Mamism began (in the
'nineties) with the struggle of a trend hoatile to M a r x h within
Mstrxism.
Bemmein, a one-time orthodox Marxist, gave his name to this
a n e n t by making the mast nobe and advancing the most conistent expression of the amendments to Marx, the revision of
Marx, &ionism,
Even in Russia, where, owing to the e a
nomic backwdncss of the country and the preponderance of a
peasant population oppreseed by the r e l h of serfdom, non-Manrhn Sdaliam has nantrafly held its ground lonpt of d,it is
plainly pawing into revhionism b e f w our very eyes. 80th in
the agrarian question (the programmcz of the municipalisation
of dl land) and in genwal quatiom of pqpmme and tad=
our ~ c h l - are
N more
~ and more substituting "amendments" to Manr for &he moribund and obsoIemnt remnant8 of
the old system, which in its own way was consistent and fundamentally hostile to Manrism,
P r P M h Socialism has been smashed. It is now cuntinuhg
thc ntruglge not on its own independent soil but on the g a u d

mil of Madam-- r m i s i o h Let us, then, examine the idg~logid content of r e v h i o h
In the domain of philosophy, d o n i s m dung to the
of b o w p i s profesgorial '4science.''The professors went "'back to
5 t " - a n d revisionism followed in the wake of the NmXmtkum .
The profexma repeated the threadbare bmatitiear of the p r k u
against philosophical materialism-and the revisionists, d t i g
condescendingly, mumbled (word for word after the latat Handbuch) that materidism had been "refuted" long ago. The profs o ~ streated He@ as a "dead dog," and while they themselves
preached idealism, o d y an idealism a thousand thea more petty
d b a d than Hcgcl's, they mntcmptuondy Bhrugged their
shoulders at dialectics-and the misionisu floundered after them
into the swamp of p h i I o 8 o p ~v u I ~ t i o of
n science, replacing "artful" {and revolutionary)dialeaia by "simple"(and maquil) "evolution!' T h e pmfessora earned their OW
darks bp
adjusting both their ideaiist and "critid" systems to the domi.
aant mediaeval "phiIqhy" (i.e., to thdogy)-and the revisio~~
isu drew close to them and endeavored to make religion a "private
affair,'' not in relation to the modern state, but in relation to the
party of the advanced daa
What the real class signifimnce ofsuch "amendments" to M w
was need not be said-it is dear enough. W e shall simply note
that the only Mamiat in the international Social-Demwatic
movement who criticised h m the standpoint of consisecnt dial e a i d materialism the i n d i b l e banalities uttered by the revisionists was Plekba~ov. This must be stressed all the more emphatidly since thoroughly mistaken attempts are b*
made?
m our day to rmuggle in the old and reactionary philosophid
rubbish under the guisc d criticising Plekhanw's tactical o p p
tunism..
Passing to politid economy, it must be noted h t of all that
the "amendments" of the revisionists in this domain were much
more comprehensive and drcumstantial; attempts were made to
influence the public bp adducing ''new data of economic develop
merit." It was said that concentration and the ousting of smalld e production by l
e e production do not occur in a@-

* S u Sttdim in the Philomphy of Mambnr by Wgdanov, Baoarov a&
o h m Thfr b nor thc place to k n ahh book, xnd I must at preEnt QIO-

@-

culture at dl,while mneentration proceeds extremely &lowlyin
v and indflditry. It was said that c r h M now bewme
ram and of Iess f o r e and that the &and trusts d d pmbably enable capital to do away with erises altogether. It was said
that the "theory of the colhpe" to which capitalism ia heading,
wss unsound, owing to the tendency of dass r n a m d i d i ~
to~be~
m e less aeuk and milder. It was said, M y , that it would not
be amiss to correct Marx's theoxy of value in accordana with

Bahm-3awe~k
The fight againat the revisionists on t h e questions resulted
in as fruitfur a revival of the theoretiad thought of international
Sodalism as followed £eom Engels' contnwersy with Dnhring
twenty years earlier. The arguments of the rwipioniata were a m lysed with the help of facts and figure& It was proved that the
revisionisrrr were systematidly pre~entingmodern small-sde
production in a favourable light. The mbical and commercial
superiority of largescale fhodudion over small-scale production
both in industry and in agriculture are proved by irrefutable
facts. But commodity production is far less developed in
culture, and modern statisticians and economists are usually
not very WuI in picking out the special branchee (sometimes
even operations) in agriculture which indicate that apridntre
is being progressively drawn into the exchange of world economy.
S d d e production maintains itself on the ruins of n a t d
economy by a steady deterioration in nourishment, by chronic
starvation, by the lengthening of the working day, by the deterioration in the quality of cattle and in rbe care given to cattle,
in a word, by the very methods whereby handicraft production
maintained itself q a h t apitaht manuhcture. Every advance
in science and technology inevitably and relentIm1y undermines
h e m p l f to s&thg that h the verp scar futme I &dlahow in a series
d artidam in ascpam&pau+ec
that awrptkmgI have laid in the text
Pborrr the Nm-Kaatian m i a b n h -tially
a p p l k a h to these "new"
Neo-Humfat and Nm-BerhMan &wIsts.
V. I. Leain, M a t m M h
and Empirio-CtJticibm. In 199, h n i n parted ways with Pldchanov who rn
&king tbe mad of opprhlnin Mmduwim. During the 1go5 Revolution in
R d a . PlelrhPnoo oppoeed the BobhevIk pdtion on the dmacter and
driving forms of the m o l u t h . At the t h e of the h t imptrialht war of
ig1j.18, hc s u p t e d the (=tadst
in the war, and opposed the October
Remfution of k g i ~ .P k k h a m did in 1 g 1 8 A . 3

& sciktific standpoint by
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~upe&bUy g e m d i s i q from f a c ~
&med oneaidedly and without reference to the system of atpi&ism a a whole; they a b e d horn the politid s t a m l p h h
by the fact that they inevitably, whether they wanted to or not,
imited or urged the peasant to adopt rhe etandpoint of the
mtm (i.e, the standpoint of the bourgeoisie), instead of urging
bim to adopt the standpoint of the revoIutionary prole-.
The position ofrevisionism was even worse u far a41 the theory
of aises and the theory of collape were conmned Only for the
shorrtst space of time could peopk and then only the srmst short@tea, think of remodelling the foundations of the Mslrxian
w
e under the iduence of a few years of inaustrlal boom and
pperity. Facta wry m n made it dear to the d d t a that
& were not a thing of the past; p m p r i t y was followed by a
The forms, the sequence, the picture of the particular
dm&, but m h remained an inevitable component of the =piU t system While uniting production, the caxfels and pustar at
the m e time, and in a way that wan obvious to all, aggravated the
d
y of production, the insecurity of existence of @e proletariat and the o p p d o n of apital, thus inkdying dm mnmdictions to sm u p p r e h t e d degree. That capitalism is moving
towards cohpse-in the mue both of individual politid and
-omit m h and of the complete wreck of the entire apitabt
qmn-has been made very cleat, and on a very broad d e , preciseely by the latest giant trusts. The recent financial a h i s in
A m a h md the frightful base of unemployment all oper
to aay nuthing of the impeding industrial crisis ta whi&
many p p u n a 9 are p i n t i n 4 this ia resulting in the fact that
the recent "theorie9" of the revisionists are being forgotten by
it seems, by many of the misbniats thmsdves.
b o d y ,
Rut the l h c m which this instability of the intckruJl h given
d~ working class must not be fargottea

,

Aa to thE thtOry of value, it l o u l d only be said that apart born
hinu and s i g h , exatdngly vague, for BharPBawerk. the revisionillta have here e~ntributtdabsolutely nothing, arrd have
therefore left no tmcm whatever on the development of eatiftc
thought.
In the domain of plitia,

rev^^ tried to rwise thc very
foundation of Marxism, namely, the doctrine of the c h smuggle.
Political M o m , demoaacy and universal sufErage remove the
ground for the dass stmggIe-we were tdd-and render untrue
the old proposition of the Communist Manifesto that the workers
have no country, For, they said, since the 'W of the majoritf'
prevails under demmcy, one must neitber r q a d the state as m
organ of class rule, nor reject a U b m with the pmgrwive, &atreformist bourgeoisie against the reactionaries.
It cannot be disputed that these objections of the reuisioniata
constituted a fairly harmonious sy9tan of viewa, namely, the old
and well-known likral bourgeois view#. The liberala have dwayu
said that bourgeois parliantentarism datroys dagses and dam div i h a r , s h = the right to vote and the right to participate in state
affaire are shared by all citizem without distinction. The whole
history of Europe in the second half of the nineteenth century,
and the whole history of the Russian revolution at the beginning
of the twentieth, dearly tihow how absurd such views are. &onic distinctions are aggravated and accentuami rather than mitigated under the W~rn
d "democtauc" capitalism Parliamentarism does not remove, but rather lays bare the innate character
wen of the most democratic boufgeoia republiat as ogans of class
oppdion. By helping to enlighten and to organ& imm-ably
wider masses of the population than those which previously took
an active part in politics events, parliamentdm does not make
for the dimination of c r h a d political rwoIudom, but for tbe
maximum accentuation of uviI war during such mmlutiona The
events in Paris in the spring of 1871 and thc events in Russia in
the winter of 1905 &owed as dear as dear could be how inevitably
this accentuation comes about. The Frencb bourgeoisie without
a moment's haitation made a deal with the common national
enemy, the foreign army which had ruined its £atherland, in order to aush the proletarian movement. Whower does not d m stand the inevitable inner dialectb of
d hour-

~~~
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pis dwloaaq-which ten& to an wen more acute dadeion d a
&pteby
violence than formerly-will newr be abk
b u g h parliamencarism to mnduu propaganda and agitation
&at are wasistent In principle and really prepare the workiug
dasa mapser to take a victorious part in such "disputa" The
uprience of alliances, agreements and b1- with the &
m h n i s t liberals in the West and with the liberal d&ts
(Constitutional De-a&)
in the Ruwian revolution convincingly showed that these agreements on9 blunt the onsaousnms
of the masses, that they weaken rather than enhance the actuaI
significance of their struggle by W n g the fighten with the el&
men@who are least apable of fighting and who are most v d h ing and macherolu. French MiUeranb-the biggest experiment in applying revisionist political tactia on a wide, a redly
national scale-has provided a practical judgment of revIsioniam
which will never be forgotten by tht proletariat all over rbc
-Id.
A natural complement to the economic and politid tendend
of revisionism was its attitude to tbe final aim of the Socidht
movement 'The final aim is nothing, the movement is weryehinjfP-thl catch-phrase of Bemstein's expresses the substanm of
revisionism better than many long arguments. The policy d re
visionism consists in determining its mndua from
to ase,
in adapting itseff to the events of the day and to the chop and
c h n p o f petty politics; it consists in forgettingthebasic i n m t s
of the proletariat, the main features of the capitalist system h a
whole and of capitalist evolution as a whole, and in saaifieiag
thw bask i n t m for the red or assumed advantages of the
moment. And it patently follows from the very nature of this
policy that it may mume an infinite variety of forms, and that
wery mare or less "new" question, every more or lm uaexpectcd
and unforeseenturn of wen&,even though it may change the hit
line of development only to an insignzcant degree and only for
the shorteat period of time, wiII always inevitably give rise to one
or another variety of revisionism.
The inevitabirity of rwisioniam is determined by its c h a mtb
in &ern society. Revisionism is an international phenomenon
No more or 1- informed and thinking Socialist a n have the
slightat doubt that the relation between the arthodox and the

.

-

Bernsteinites in Germany, the Cuedim and the J a m t e s (and
now particularly the BPoussites) in France, the W - D e m o a a t i c
Federation and the Independent Labour Party in Great Britain,
de Brouckbre and Vandervelde in Belgium, the integmlista and
the reformists in Italy, and the Bolshwih and the Menshevik8
in Russia is everywhere essentially similar, notwithstanding the
gigantic variety of national and histbridy derived conditions in
the present state of all these countries. Xn reality, the "division"
within the present international Sodalist movement is now p
d i n g along one line in all the various countries of the world,
which testifies to a tremendous advance compared with thirty or
Iorty years ago, when it was not like tendencies within a united
internatioal Socialist movement that were combatting one another within the various countries. And the "revisionism from
the Left" which has begun to take shape in the Latin countria,
such as ''revolutionary syndicalism," is also adapting itself to
Marxism while "amending" it; Labriola in Italy and LagardeIle
in France frequently appeal horn Matx wrongly u n d e r s t d to
Mam rightly understood.
We cannot stop here to analye the ideological substan- of
this revisianisrn; it has not yet by far developed to the extent that
opportunist revisionism has, it has not yet become internatiod,
and it has not yet stood de test of one big practical battle with a
Sodalist Party even in one country. We shall therefoe confine
ourselves to the '*revisionismfrom the Right" desaibed above.
Wherein lies its inwitability in =pitalist sxiety? Why is it
more profound than the differen- of national peculiarities and
degrees of capitalist development? Because in every capitalist
country, side by side with the proletariat, there are broad strata of
the petty bourgeoisie, small masters. Capitalism arose and is constandy arising out of d
l production, A number of "middle
strata" are inwitably created anew by apitalism (appendto
the factory, home work, and s m d workshop scattered all over the
country in view of the requirements of big industries, such as the
bicycle and automobile industries, etc.). These new small prm
ducers are just as inevitably cast back into the ra& of the p
letariat. It is quite mural that the petty-boqeoh world conception should again and again mop up in the r a h of the broad
labour parties. It is quite natural that this should be so, and it

MamismandR&niSm
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*beu,rigbt"ptorhcmmenamatofthe'~d
for it would be a grave mistake to thbk tbat the
proletmhhtign of &c majwity of the p$da&m
before such a revolution can be achieved What 'k
the domain of d
i**
to Mal-what norx mop up

friends and to a t out bad
b l m at the enemy.
revolutionary Marxism
teenth eenrurg is but the
ofthe proladah which
of its -use &pice

a@-

V,.I.Lenin, M a ,EngeLP, M a r x h , pp. r/ 1-19,

11. Differences in the European
Labour Movement
-

The main taaieal Merein tbt modern labour mwanent
in Europe and America may be summed up as the q l e with
two main tendencies which dqmt from M a x i m , from the themy
that has actually become dm&wing in this movement. T h e
two tendencia are misionism (opportunism and reformism) and
anarchinn (&-*
a d ~ ~ i a m Both
) .
these deviations from the Marxist theory and tactia which domim e the labour movement arc to be observed in various form
and various shad& in a l I civilised co~mtriesthroughout the h h
tory of the mass l a b movement of over half a century.
This fact alone makes it clear tbat these deviations m o t be
q l a h e d either by accidents, or errors on the p m of individuab
or p u p s , a even by the influenceof national peculiarities or traditions, etc There mumt be some fuadamental csiusea within the
economic system itself and in the character of the development of
dl capitalist countria which constantly breed rheae deviatinnr
The little book by the Dutch M a d s t , Anton Paanekoek, The
Tactical Diflercnccs im the hbour hfowmmt (Dit taktischcn
Diflerenren in der Arbcite~bmegunaHmmbtq lbdmam Dubk,
~gog),published last year, mpre~ntsan intemiting auempt
to explain t h e causea W e will, in our furdm exposition. acquaint the read- with the codusiom of Panneb& which m e
m o t help rwogoising as quite
Oncofthedeeper~u~tlwhi&giveriactothcpeti~di&reoo~arin@to~isthevayfactohahtgnwJtbofdelabow movement. If thh mwrment bc m c a m d not by the standard of mmc fantastic ideal, but awriduad an a p r d d mova
mmt of otdinary peopl~it will btcamt clear that the continued
earollment of ~IE& '!remaits'* a d the drawing in of new d m
of the t d n g m muu M t a b I y be accompanied by heritationa in theosy a d tactics, by the repetition of d d mhtakes and
by the t e m p m y return to ohlete vim and methods, ctc The
labour movement of every country p e r i d a l l y spends more or
- I4
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of we%y,attention and time on the
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Further. The pace of development of capitalism k not the same
'in various countria and cent spheres of national economy.
Manrim h more d y , more quidly, more fully and
mastered by the working c h and its ideologists in conditiom of
tht greatest development of big industry. Economic relatime
which are b e w a r d or fa11W n d in the$ development oomtantly
lead to the appearance of adherents of the labour movement who
master o d y certain aspects of Mamism, only separate section8 of
the new world outlook, only separate slogans and demands, being
hapable of bt-eaking decisively with all the trdtiom of the
bourgeois world outIook in g e n d a d the b o u r g e o ~ ~ ~ ~ t
w d d outlook in particular.
Then, a eonstant source of m n e e s ia provided by the dialectic nature of suciaI development which proceab in contra&t i a s and by mans of con&dictiona Capitalism h m i v c
dme it deuoys the old me&&
of production and develops the
productive form and at the same time, at a certain stage of de
veIopment, it delays the p w t h of these productive fonxs It
dewlops, organka and disciplines the workers; and it p r e w a
oppmws, leads to degeneration, poverty, ete. Capidism itself
cream its own gravedigget, itsclf mates the elements of the new
q s t e m and, at the same time, t h m elements, without a "'1eap;'
can
nothing in the general condition of things, m o t
touch the domination of capital. Marxism, a a theory of diaIaaical maeeriali, t apable of embradng these mtradiniom
of actual Iife, of the history of capitalism and the labour move
ment. But it is self-evident that the maws Ieam from life, and
not from books, and consequently individual8 and group constantly exaggerate and raise to a onesided thmq and onMided
system of tactia now one, now mother f-ture of mpitalist de
velopment, now one, now another "lessonmm
of thir dwelopment.
Bourgeois ideologists, liberals and demwats, who do not undentand Manrism and the modern l a b u r movement, arc conrtantly jumping from one hdplear extreme to another, Now they
explain that it is all bemuse wicked pemm "incite"d m against
dam, and now they console themselves that the workem* party
L a " p m h l party of reform." Both a n a r c h v d i c a l h a$

.

rdmmhm must be 4 e r e d as the direct product of this bowgeois world outlook and iduenc;e, They both s & ~ upon o t z ~
side of the labour movement, rake thir wc-siddmss to a thecq
and declare as mutually exclusive such tendencies or features of
the labour movement as form the specilk p e d h i t y of one oa
other period, of one or other of the conditions of activity of the
working eha. But real life and real history inclu& in themaelva thew various tendmies, jut as life and derdopment in nature indude in h m e l v e a both slow evolution and rapid leaps,

breaka in graduahxs.
The revihnistaGO&
as phraaa, dl q p i e n t s about "leap"
and about the rindplea uwlerIying the antagonism of the labour
mw-nr
m
old laieq. T
w -t
refom as n p u r i s l d k u o n of d a i h . The anar&mpdidist rejects "petty work,"
partkdarly the uzibation of the parIbmentarg tribune. In practice these latter t
a
a
h amount to waiting ior '%ig days" and
exbibit an inabiZity to g a b the Sores for aeating big events.
Both the revhionists and the march~dicalists
hinder the mt
important and urgent businw of uniting the workem in big,
strong and weU-functioning orpnhtiona mpa& of functioning
well under all drcumstimbued with the rrpirit of the dm
~xu.g~1s
dearly reqnhhg their aim and trained in tht rcal
Marxian world o u b k
Here we will permit ourse1ves a small digpsion and remark, in
pnthescs, to avoid poesible m i s u 1 1 d e r s that
~ P&oeL
illuswarn h2 analysia excla~fivcIyby a ~ ~ m p l cfrom
sl
West E m
pean history, particularly from Germany and Frame, and hms
absolutely nat hud Russia in view. If it sometime appears that he
hints at Russia, thh dmpIy is due to the fact that the fundamental
tendencia w W give rise to definite deviations from M&t
tactics, aLso mrniftst t b d v e s with us, notwithstanding the
mofmous dishdon between Russia and the Wet, in point d
dture, modes of He, and histmid and economic difEermoea
Finally, an exceediqly imprtant a u % e giving & to d i h en- benveen rnembem of the labour movement is the changes in
the tada of the I
c h e s in general and of the bowgeoisie in
particular. If the t a d a of the bourgeoisie were always uniform or
at leaet homogeneous, the working dam would have quickly
learned to reply by equally uniform or homogeneous tad- The

t&
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in all countti- in practice inevitably .rplpo
two methods of struggle for its in-+
far the defence of iis domination, and these two me&& 'Iioto
-lace one another and now interhe in diEem~te o m b h t b &
These are, k
t
,
the mehod of violence, the method of d d w &
all mncessiom to the Iabour movement, the method of supporting
1
all andent a d dying institutions, the metbod of u m m n p d g
rejection of reforms. Such js the substance of m ~ r i v e
which is more and more k i n g to be in Western Europe the
-+n
policy of the Iandlord clam, and is wer more beaoming one d
the vatictics of generat bowpin policy. The seood method i g
4
the methad of 4tliberabm,"ofsteps t
d the dev-t
of
political wts,of reforma, of concwbns, etc
--%
i
The bourgeoisie pwm from one method to a n o h not
through the malidus design of individuals and not by acci*
. 1but by force of the basic contradk&ness of i~ own pition. 4
n o d capitalist amiety m o t suae8dutty dwe~opwitl~mta
I
ntabilkd repmtative sgatem, withoot certain political
!
being granted to the popularion, which is n e d y dishguhhd.
by the comparatively high claims it presents with regard to "dm."
This demand for a certain minimum of culture a r k from'
the wry conditiolls of the mpitaliiit mode of production with i$
high technique, complexity, 0exibility, mobility, rapidity of &
I
velopmmt of world competition, e t c In consequence of db,h e
~ ~ i u t h e t a c t i at ih~e fb o ~ i s i e a n d t r a n s i t i ~ n s b ~
system of violence to the system of would-be con&ma are
Liar to the history of all European muntriea for the laet half
cmturp, and various countria mainly develop the application of *
one or other method at definite periods. For jlLSmw, Englad
in the sixties and seventies of the nineteenth century was
classid counap of "liberal" bourgeois policy, Germany in 4 e
menties and eighties kept to the method of force, em
When this method ruled in -ny,
a c m d d d echo of this
I
v t e m of bourgeois gotwas the growth in the h h m ~
movement of anarchaqndidhm, or, as it wma them d
l&
(rhe "Young in tbe bginning of the ,c'ninetia, md
Johann Most in the winning of the 'cightia). When a
towards "mncmions" took place in 1890, thin turn pmv& d<& i
even more damgemus for the l a b m
,'
-

1
-1

1

3

-
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since it gavc tilt to an equally onc-uidcd d m of bowgcoir 'ke
formid': opportunism in the labour mwcment.
'"I'he positive aim of the liberal m v e policy of thc
bourgeoisiem"aaya Panmk& "b to mislead thc worken, to
introduce a aplit in their ranks, to transform their p o l i h
into an impotent appendage of an impotent, dwaya impotent

and ephemeral, would-be refotmism"
The bourgeoisie, not ~ u e n t l yattains
m
its o b j a fw a c e ~
tain timeI by means of a 'liberal'*policy which repperen#, a a o d
h g to the just w
k ofPamcbek, a "more iunfiinP" policy. A
pan of the workma and a part of their ledera &w themselva
to be daaeiwd by ~ ~ j o o n c t s s i o nThe
s . revhionkits prodaim
m **obmlete**
the doctrine of the class struggIe, m bcgin to carry
on a policy which in fact rtnouncu it. The zigzags of bourgeois
t d a muse a strengthening of d o n i s m in the Iabour m o w
ment and not infrequently ltad to differem within it to the
point of a d k t split.
W the sum of the kind hdbtcd evoke ttikences in rchtion to the tactia within the labour movement and in the prole
d n mh, But there h not and there cannot be a Chinese wall
k w e e n the p r o l c ~ and
t the adjacent -ions of the petty
bourgeoisie, hduding the p s a n q . It is clear that the transition
ofindividuals, groups, and sections of the petty bourgeoisie to the
proletariat ~ a n n o tbut give rise, in its turn, to v a d l a t i m in. the
t a d = of the latter.
The experience of the labur m g v ~ n e n tof rariow countria
help to tlucidate the -me of Matxirt uctia on eonmte pmr i d questions, and heIp the youngcr countria to distinguish
more dearly the true chis s i g n i f i m of deviations from Marxism
and more r u d d l y to fight them.
D&ember 1910.

V. I. Lenin, Marx, Engcls, M a r x h , pp. W 4

I. The Fight for a Marxist
Party
In undertaking the publication of a policid newspaper, I s k a m
twcoonaideritne~to~yahdabOUtmh&
w& we understand our tasks to be.
We are passing through au extremely important period in the
h h m of the Russian L a b movement and of Russian Ml~emobacy.@~
The past few years bave been marked by aq astonishiagIy rapid spread of Social-Democratic id- among our in&
Wtsia, and coming f o d to meet this tendof d
idem is the movement of the industrial proletariat, which anwc
independently, and which is beginning to unite and to fight
a@ut its oppressors, is beginning eagerly m ruive toward d a E
ism. Cirdea of w a k e n and Soeiall-Demomatic intelligentsia arc
W n g up everywhere; local agitation l d e t s are begin*
to be distributd, the d
d for Social-Demoaatic literature
ia haeasing and is far outstripping the suppIy, while the intedied pema~tionby the government is powmlm to r e s m h
tbiir movement. The prisom and the places of exile are fillad to
merhving, Hardly a month goes by without our hearing of
Sociahts being "dismvexed" in dI
of Russia, of the apturt
of literature h e m , and the mnfiaation of Iiterature and printing pmsa-but the movement
on and grow apreadrr to a
w&r m a , penetrates more and more deeply into the -king
dam, and atuaco inucasing public attention to iW The entire
economic development of Russia, &e histoq of the development

-

19pnrk) kgan pubtldom in Deeembex rgbo wkh an ediwrlrl
bwrd Icd by leuin and Pkkhanov. Undtr M n ' r guidance 21km barnw
d y the milihnr. idsoh$cal aatm of proletarian pdrlirm.bur a b the
-1,
organiz'mg center around whfeh the local M a d s t o q m l n e i o n p
BtdmLmL
'*DPrIag the Reeoludon of

iw

the M d r r Ealkd
h
~hhcrsBbs,rrhmthtmo~anmtm~~nmrt~gc,thetarrm
md S o d d - m r came into g c n d umgc Alter the m M
lhaiudon In R h , at Lcnin's inHiatlve. the
mmt of w a b r

pwrrlnnr~bythcrcwlu~Mardroab~rr~rM_IP.r
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in R d and of the Russian mIutionary
m a t , serve as a guarantee that the Ru&n Social-Dernoc~atic
labor movement will gmw and ultimately surmount all the obstacles that mnhnt it.
On the other hand, the principal feature of our movement, and
one which has kmme particularly d e d in m n t times, is ita
state of disunity and its primitive character-if one may ao express
it. Local circles spring up and function independently of one
another and (what is particularly important) even of circles which
have hctimed and now function ~irnultane~usly
in the same
di~txinTraditions are not established and continuity is not maintained; the l o d literature entirely redem this disunity and
of contact with what R 4 a n Social-Demoaacy bas h a d y
of d a l id-

mated.

Tht state of disunity ruas counter to the requirements called
forth by the strength and breadth of the memerit, and this, in
our opinion, marks a criW mommt in ita history. In the
ment itself the need is strongly felt for consolidation and for
de6nite form and organization; and yet many active Social-Dm*
ma& stilI fail to realize the need for the movement passing to a
higher fona O n the contrary, among wide drrIes an ideological
wavering is obsewed, an absorption in the fashionable "nitidsm
of Manrism" and "Bernsteink," in spreading the views of the
sa-dled "'Economist" tendency and, what is h p b 1 y connected with it, the effort to keep the movement at its 10-t stage,
an effort to push into the background the ta& of forming a
revolutionafy party to lead the struggle at the head of the whole
people, It is a fact that such an i d e o l w wavering is observed
among Russian SodaI-Demmats, that m
w praai-1 work
&ed on without a themetid conception of the movement as
a whole threatens to divert the movement to a fahe path. No one
who has direct knowledge of the state of a & h in the mjority of
our organhations has my doubt whatever on that score. Moreover, litprducthnr, exist which c o b rhis. It is rufFicient
to mention the Credo which has already evoked legitimate proteat,
the Special Supplement to Rabothaya Mysl (September ~Qg),m
which brought out in such bold d i e £ the tendency with which
R a b o c l i y Myd (Worked Thought), a M a , opportunist SodPlirt

papera.

'

Simultaneously with this, the worb of authors whom the rea
'@ public has with mow or I ~ I Sreason rqgarded up to now
- @e prominent representatives of "legal M a d d ' more

to it as a public declaration of i
tion of the Working Chm pmup waa a d W

Consequently, for us, sr mtmbm of the Party. the question aa
to what our immediate and direct tasks are presents ieself as follows: what plan of activity must we adopt in order to revive the
Party on the fitmest possible basis3
Tbe reply tuually given to this question is that it is necessary
to elect a central Party institution once mum and to instruct that
body to resume the publication of the Party organ, But in the
confused perid through which we are now p
w such a simple

method is hardly expedient.
T o establish and consolidate the Party means establishing and
consolidating unity among all Russian k i d - D e m w a t s , and,
for the reasons indhtad above, sucb unity cannot be brought
about by decree; it cannot be brought about by, let us say, a meeting of representatives paaaing a resolution. Definite work mwt
be done to bring it about. In the first place, it in necessary to bring
about unity of ideas which will remove the differenceg of opinion
and confusion that-we w i l l be --reign
among Russian S e
&I-Demmts at the present time. This unity of ideas must be
fortified by a unified Party
Secondly, an organization
must be set up especially for the p u q a e of maintaining contact
among all tbe cmm of the movement, for supplying complete
and timely information about the movement, and for regularly
distributing rhe p e r i d i d prm to all parts of Rwia. Only when
we have built such an organization, only when we have mated
a Russian socialist mailing system, will the permanent existence
of the Party be assured, only then w i l l it become a real facm and,
coasequently, a mighty political force. To the first half of this
mk,i.e., seating a common Literature, c o d t e n t in principle and
mpable of ideobgidly uniting revolutionary Sodd-Demoaacy,
we intend to devote our &om, for we rgard this as one of the
prwsing tasks of the presentday movement and a n
vp
liminary measute towards the resumption of Party activity.
As we have aIreadp said, the intellectual unity of Russian b
a-Democrats haa still to be escablhhed, and in order to achieve
this it is necessary, in our opinion, to have an open and thorough
dimmion of the fundamental principles and taaical quatiraised by the presentday Economists, Bermeinists and "miti-"
Before we a n unite, and in order that we may unite, we mllsr
first of all M y and definitely draw the lina of demarmtioa

I,

I;

athenvk our unity will be d

y a fictitiou unity, which will

-, dtht prevailing confusion and prevent its complete el*
, &n.
Naturally, therefore,we do not intend to utilize our pub-

3

W o n merely aa a storehow for various viewa O n the oontmy,

we W conduct it along the lines of a strictly defined tendency.
Thin tendency can be e x p w d by the word Marxism, and there
is hardly need to add that we stand for the consistent dewlopm~lt
of the idea of Marac and Enggls, and utterly reject the half-way,
vague and oppoatuniatic emendations which have now become so
&&ionable as a mult of the l & p d m a i n of Ed. Bernstein, P.
Struve and many otbeta. But while fieussing alI questions from
sprr own definite point of view, we &alI not d e out of
wr columns polemics between comrades. Open polemi= within
the sight and hearing of dl Russian Suchl-Demomats and
, @us
workm are necesszry and desirable, in or& to a p b h
t
k profourad differences that exist, to obtain a comprehensive
&satasion of disputed queations, and to combat the extremes into
which the represmtativeq not only of various vim, but also of
. y&os localities or various " d t s " in the revolutionary movem
t
,
inevitably f d . As has already been stated, we also d d e r
me of the drawbacks of the presentday mwemwt to be the ab
, m
c
e of open jmlemia among chose holding avowedly differing
views, an dori to conceal the differences that exist mer extremely
d o u s questions.
We shall not enumerate in detail dl the question and themes
h&&d in the program of our publication, for this pragram
a u t o m a t i d y emerges from the general conception of what a
political newspaper, published under pment conditions,
&odd be.
We &all exert wery effort to persuade wery Russian t o m d c
Bo regard our publiation ae his o m , as one to which every gtwp
should communicate information mnceming the movemen%
in which to relate io experiences, e x p m its views, its literature
quirements, its opinions on SociaI-Demw~aticpubliations, in
&ct to make it the medium through which it can share with the
&groups
the contribution it makes to the movement and what
kreceiva from it. Only in &is way will it be pmsible to establish
a wuinely all-R&an organ of S d - D m - .
Only su& an
&p~
will be mpable of leading the movement onto the high

1

mad of the political struggle. "Push out the h m e w o k and
broaden the content of our propaganda, agitatiOnaZ and organiEationaI activity"-these wads uttered by P. B.Axelrod must sewe
as our slogan d e w tbe activitics of Rmian Sixid-Demoaat~
in thc immediate future, and we adopt tht dogan in the p m
gram of our organ
We appeal not d y to Sucialists and c b conscious work=;
we a h d upon all t h e who are oppressed by the present
politid system.We place the columns of our publidon at their
&pod in order that they may exdl the abomination%of
the R d a n autocracy.
Those who regard Social-Demoaaqas an organization serving
d u b l i v e l y the spontltnsmuggle of the proletariat may re
main aatisfid with m e d y local agitation and "pure and simpk"
hbor Iiterature. W e do not regard W - D e m w ~ c yin thia way;
we tegard it aa a revolutionary party, inseparably linked up with
the labor movement and directed against absolutism Only when
organized in su& a party will the proletariat-the maat revolutionary c h in modern Russia-be in a position to fulfill tbe
WtoricaI task that ~lnEtonait, namely, to unite under its banner
afl the d m t i c elements in the country and to crown the stubb m fight waged by a number of generations that have perished
in the past with the find triumph over the hated regime.
The size of the newspaper will range horn one to two printed
signatures.* In view of the conditions under which the. Rub
idergpound press has to work,
publication.
W e have been promised

amperation of the Emanupation of Labor g~oup(G. V. Plekhanov, P. B. Agelrod and V. I. Zasulieh), the support of Qeveral
qanhationa of the Russian Said-Demomitic Labor Party and
a h of separate groups of Rwsian Social-Democrats.

1901.

V, I. Lenin, Selected Works, "Declaration by the Editorial Board
of Iskra," VoL I, 1 8 ~ 4 ,
*In rcftrrhj~to priuted matter (bob,pamphlets, magarha. a)
Bumalwaya EPIaJak on rhe bas& of Qtrtcm-page dgnatuw hatcad of by
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down and smouldem under the asha of imposing "resolutions
for an armistk" What this "new" tendency, which adopts a
" d i d " attitude towards " o b d e t e d o c a i d r e " Marxism, represents has been stated with su5cient precision by Bernsteh, and
demonstrated by Millefand.
W - D e m o u a q must change from a party of h e d a l r e
volution into a demwatic party of d a I reforms. Banskin haa
surrounded this political demand with a whole battery of symm e t r i d y arranged "new" arguments and reasonings. The possibility of putting socialism on a scientific basis and of proving
that it is mceasay d inevitable horn the point of view of the
materialist conception of history was denied, aa a h were the fam
of growing impoverishment and proletarianization and the intens i b t i o n of atpitalist conmadidom. T h e very cwncepion,
"ultimte aim," was decked to be unsound, and the idea of the
dhtutabip of the prol-t
was absolutely rejected. It was
denied that there is my
in principle between liberalism
and sociahm The themy of tk c h stmggle was rejected on the
grounds that it could not be applied to a strictly democratic
aociety, guverned according to the will of the majority, etc.
Thus, the demand for a deiinite change horn revolutionary
kid-Demouacy to bouqeois dal-reformism was accompanied
by a no 1- definite turn towards bourgeois miticism of J1 the
fudameatal, ideas of Manrism. As this aiticism of Marxism
has ken going on for a long time now, from the poLiticaI platform, h m university chairs, in numerous pamphlets and in a
number of scientific worke. as the younger generation of the
eduated classes has been sptematically trained for h d e s
on this dticism, it is not surprising that the "new, critical"
tendency in Social-Dmshould spring up, all mmplete,
like Minema from tbe head of Jupiter, The content of this new
tendency did not have to grow and develop, it was transferred
bodily from bourgeois literature to saialiat literature.
T o proceed. If Bernstein's theoreti4 miticiam and political
year&@ are still o k w e to anyone, the French have taken the
troubfe to demonstrate the "new m e t h d " In this instme, aIso,
France has justifid its old reputation as the country in which
"more than mywhere else, the h i s m i d dm suuggles were each
time fought out to a decision
." (Engels, in hh i n d u u

..

f
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waly to defend aud p r a i ~him! Indeed, if
, in essence, is merely a reformist party, and
enough to admit this openly, then not only has a

arantee our victory-the reward for this is imn i g p d y reforms, rw niggardly in fact that mu&

t predatory wars were cod@
under the ban.
labour, the toilers were robbed. The modem use d

the term "freedom of miticid' contains the same inherent fah!
hood. Those who are really amvinced that they have advance
science would demand, not W o r n for the new views to continu
side by side with the -old, but the substitution of the new view
for the old. The ap "Long live bedom of miticism," that i
heard today, too strongly c a b to mind the fable of the empt
barrel.
W e are marching in a compact group along a precipitous and
diBcult path, firmly holding each other by the hand. We am
m u m l e d on all sides by enemies, and are under their ahnos
constant 6re. We have combined voluntarily, p r d d y for th
purpoge of fighting the enemy, and not to retreat into the adja
cent marsh, the inhabitants of which, from the very outset, haw
reproached us with having separated ourselves into an exdusiv4
group and with having chosen the path of struggIe instead o
the path of conciliation. And now several among us begin tc
erg out: let us go into &is marsh1 And when we begin to sham4
them, they retort: how conservative you are1 Are ybu no
ashamed to deny.us the right to invite you u, take a better road
Oh ya, gentlemen! You are bee not only to invite us, but to gr
yourselves wherever you will, even into the marsh. In Eact, we
think that the marsh is your proper place, and we are preparff
to render you every assistance to get W e . Only let go of ow
hands, don't dutch at us and don't besmirch the grand word
"freedom"; for we too are "free" to go where we please, free not
only to light against the marsh, but also against those who art
turning towards the marsh.
The quation now arises: seeing what the peculiar featof Russian "aiticism" and Russian Bernsteinism were, whai
should thwse who desired to o p p e opportunism, in d+ and
not merely in words, have done? First of all, they should have
made efforts to m m e the theoretical work that was only just
begun in the period of "legal Marxism," and that has now again
fallen on h dmuldera of the illegal workers. Unless such work
is undertaken the successful growth of the movement is impossible. S8condfyI thep should have actively combated legal
"aiticbm" that was g-reatly corrupting people's minds. Thirdly,
they ahodd have actively counteracted the confusion and vacillation prevailing in practical work, and should have exposed and

...
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attempt to d+

a gIaring contradiction there is between
om of criticism" and the peculiar featand Rtlssian Economism. Indeed, glance
resoIution by which the Leape of Rwian
ta Abroad e n d d the point of view of Rabmb

ideoIogid development of

,,kial-hmaaacy,
we xecognh the £redom to mitick So&-Dmaaatic theory in Party literam to be sbsolutclg
necessarginmfarasrhisariti&mdo;esnotruncuunterto
the d m and revolutionary charaaer of thia theory, (Two
t is the argument b d $ d this resolution? The m l u -

first part W d a with the mIution of the Liibec.

of criticism mu& mose than did the Liibeck Party Cw-

v, I. Ltnh

what is: the 'critia" wish us to continue to regard them as
Marxists, and.to guarantee them the "freedom ofd t i M which
they enjoyed to the full (for, as a matter of fact, they never
remg&ed any kind of Party tits,, and, moreover, we never had
a generally mcqphd P q organ which could "'mtrict" fretdom of miticism even by giving advice); the &ommists want

the r w o l u t i d a to recognise the 4 L ~ p e t e nof~thc
y present
mwement" (Rabochys Dye&, No. 10, p 251, k.,to r e q p k
rhe "legihacy" of what exists; they do not want thc "ideal*
gists" to try to "dived' the mwement h the path that "is
determined by the interadon of material elements and materid
environment" (Letter published in Iskra, No.

1s);

they want

rbsenot of public Partp tiw a d Party traditio~uQ itulf markr
da~~betwscnRu&nadGumnny.thptitloaldh.pt
warasd a l l d b 1 e SddCta a@mt Wag blindly imitative But herc ir an
example of the Imgtb* to which "fradm~of criticism" @ain Runda. Mr.
Bul@ovI tbe lClllrIan crid~.uttm th6 Sollawing mprhand to the Am*
mi&, I3a-m ''Notwitbrtancting fhc i n d c p d m ~ eof hh d u d o n r , Hem,
w talr point [on -ti=
wdetim] apparently remaim tied by the
opiniom of hb party, d although hc ~ ~ T CwithU it in MIhc dare
wo rejcct mmmon primip~a"(ce$ulirm e d ~ p h d t VOI.
, n, p a@.)
The subject of a poUd v d mtt, in WWnine hundrcd Pnd a i m
ty-pinewltda thrmroadd the p p u l a h u e o o r m p t e d ka themarrow of
their lmm bg plitieal rulm-vitxm, and ~mplctctylack the conoeptiw of
Parg homur lad Party tIa, u ~ m o u r l y
a dthm of a c o d .
luriaul Smte h
"dcd nr=n
ot hi. pulrl
in-1
mi^^ bave m u g e ~ l em do. d
but drow up m l u tiom a b u t freedom of EtItidmL

m w

...
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"for the d y amaggle that the workers a n d u c t
t conditions,*'which in their opinion is the rtrugglc
are actually conducting at the v
t time."
to IEobochqa Mysl, p. 14.) We revolutionary &
contrary, ate d h W e d with this worworshipping what is "at the pracnt
tactics that have prevailed in r-t
that "before we can unite, and in
s t iim of all M
y and M i n i t e I y
tion." (See ammmmmmt of the pub
of Iskra.*) In a word, the Gemam stand for what
the changes; we demand dmga, and reject $ub
nd amdliation with what k
our "W'copyists of German m l u m

Ledn, What Is To Be Done? pp. i n - 1 4

R

V. Opportunism in Questions
of Organization

1

It is well womh noting that these fundamend characteristia
of opportunism on organisational questions (autonomism, ~ t l
man's or intellectuals ammhhn, khvartisrn and Girodmm)
are, mutatis matandis, obseryed in all the Social-Demcaatic
Parties all over the world, w h m e r the Party is divided into
a rwoIutionary wing and an opportunht wing (and what Party

a

is not thus divided?]. Quite recently this came to light in a
particularly 13way in the German Sacial-DemuaaticParty,
when its M e a t at the election in the twentieth electoral division
of Saxony (the Whre* incident") raised the question of the
principles of the Party organisation. That this should have
become an issue of principle was mainly due to the Eeal of the
Caman opportunists. Whre, an ex-paraon, the author of the
well-known book Drei Monaie Fabrikurbeiter and one of the
"heroes" of the D d e n Congress, was an exweme opportunist,
and the Soztolisibche Monatshefte, the organ of the consistent
German opportunists, at once "intervened" in his favour.
Opportunism in propamme matters is naturally connected
with opportunism is tacticli and opportunism in matters of
organisation. Comrade Wolfgang Heine undertook to expound
the "new" point of view. T o give the reader an idea of the
politid complexion of thh t y p i a l intellectual, who joined the
Sodal-Democraticmovement and brought with him opportunist
habits of t
h
m
i
it will be s-ent
to say that Comrade
Wolfgang Heine ia a little less than a German Comrade Akimw
and a little more than a German & m d e Egorov.
'Wm wm returned to thc Rdchmg on June 16, ips, in tbc % f w h
m of Saxony, but rmigncd after the Dxesden CDllpf~g;the elcetora d
thc twentieth division, which had been made mmnt by the death oERomnow,
wanled to o h the a n d i d a m to Gbhrc. The CmtraI Council of the Party
a d the Central Agitation Committee for Saxony oppod this, and although
they we= not formally entitled to annul the &datum
of G6hc, they
w d e d in obtaining his withdrawal. At the pIls the SaeiPI-Dmwaats

d

/

wen d e b t &
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have been

tween fighting revisionism aad
most of all the dhmst the

tendency towards bureaueracp axmd

idea of "discipline" musea fn Comrade Heiae the mme
indignation that it does in Comrade Axelrod.
The

. ...

~ o n i s t s , "he writs, " have been accused of lack of discipline
£or having written £or the Sozhtlistijche Momtsheftc, the SocialDcntoaatic character of which they even quatimed on thc
ground that it is not controlled by the Party. Thia attempt ta

oanow the concept 'Social-Demmatic,' this insisten= on disciptitl~in the sphm of ideolagid production, where complete

fteedom must reign [cf. ideological struggle is a process, while
forms of organisation arc only forms], are suf6cient evidence of a
trend towards bureaucracy and towards the suppression of individuality."
And Heine goes on for quite a long time fulminating against
this hateful tendency to make "one allembracing great organisation as centralid as possible, one set of tactia and one
theory," and he fulminates against the insistence on "absolute
Mience," "blind submissioa" against *'wvuIgarised cendism,"
etL, etc, literally "d la Axelrod."
The controversy raised by W. Heine spread further; and as 1
there were no squabbles about amptation to obscure rhe but
in the German Party and as the German Akimm have the o p
portunity of revealing their countenances in a permanent jour- I
aai of their own and not only at m n p w s - t h e controversy ,
soon reached the stage of analping the tendencies of the pinciple of orthodoxy and revisionism in matters of organisation. '
L hutsky amcame out (in Die Ncue Zeit, 1904, No. 28, in an
article "Wuhlkreis und Pnrtei" rThe Constituency and the
Partf'] as one of Ehe spokesmen of the revolutionary wing
{which, exactly aa in out Party in, 01 mum, d of "dictatorship," and of "inquiaitorial" tenbdeti and other dreadful
things.* 'W.
Heine's article," wrote Uutsky, "reveals the mode

I

I

the M n g exponent of orthodow M a r d m in Gcrmsny
q a h t revlsiooh at the time Bern~tcintbook ap*
p
d h 1%Lau&yla fQht aga2nrt the d o n h a , however, was charactcrixcd by vacillation and a m-bdancilt a p p d on such fundnmcntal
questiom as the dictamahip of the proletariat, the proletadan d e t i o n
and the nate. By igw, it bffnme dear that KautrLp m eondhcing the
opportuniru and ahiddiag than &nat
the attacks oE the Zxft Wing of
SoEial Daaoaacy. It wan no accident, t h e , that with c
k ouof
rbc Fit World War, he mtgsd aompktely with h e opportunhb in m p
prt of the Gmman impMia& ShutsLy w m alm among the mast -bid
oppomts of the Oetokr RmdutfomAd.
Earl Kautsky

and led the aku&
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of the whole revisionist daml." In Fi.ana a d in
as in Gemany, the oppol~unistaare all for au£or a slackening of Party discipline, for reducing it
all countriea these tendencia lead to dimaption
distortion of the "demomatic principle" into anhing the opportunism a lesson in matters d arganL hutsky says:

lkmoaacy is not the absence of authority, Y,i s
not anarchy, i t is ccmtrol exercised by the mmtm over their
rcpmentativa, aa &tka from other forms of government under which the supposed servants of the w l e are
fact its mastera

,

& Kautsky traces in detail the disruptive role of opportunist
a u t w m f s m in the dXamt countries and shows that it if p
M y the adherence of "a numb@ of bourgeois elements" to
hid-Demoaacya that gives strength to opportunism, to aumw
mism aad to the tendency to violate discipline. He x e d n d a us
*gain and again that " o q p h t i o n is the weapon with which

the proletariat will win its heedom,"

and

that " o r g a n i a r a h is

6 characteristimlly proletarian weapon in the

strug&."

In Germany, where o p p o r t u h is weaker than in Fmm or in

1

I

autonomist tendencies have up to the p n t only d t e d
ia more or less high-flown dedamatiw against dictam
and great iaquisirors, against anathemas** and haesy hunt&, in endless mvilling and squabbling that w d d , if the
other side repIied to it, only result in endlesg quarrel%
that in R d , where opportunism in the
than in Germany, autonomist trends &odd

ideas and more "high-fbwn d e d a m a W
h an cxampk K. Kaueky mendma J a w To the mat that thef
opportunism p p l o of this tgpt "b@to d d e r Pnhy d i d p w

drpIaa to

an intolaable wmtraint an rhdr h e p a ~ o n w . ~
* * h n w W : anathema. T h i ~tr the Oaman c q a i ~ of
~ Lhs
r lltlEwirn
the ''kighthl WQ*dU of the
%WE of sitpF and "he arceptionnl law"It
cuauan oppornln&w

fa is not
duaion:

that Kaucsky arrives at she following aon-

There is probably no other isw on which the revbionism
of difEerent mutries, in spite of all its varieties and diBerent
abides, is so completely uniform afs on the question of organjsation.
T o de6ne the tendencies of the principles of orthodoxy and
too, makes use of a
"£rightfulphrase," Yiz, bureaucracy vmsw demoaacy. "We are
told," he writes, "that allwring the Party leadenhip to influence the selection of a andidate (for parliament) by the constituencies would be a 'shameful violation of the demmxtic
principle, which demands that dI political activity proceed from
the bottom upwards, from the independent activity of the massea,
and not from the top downwards by bureaumatic means.. .'
But if there is a demoaatic principle, it is tbat the majority mwt
have its way against the minority and not the other way
round. ."
The election of a member of parliament by a constituency is
an important question for the Party as a whole, and the Party
must influence the nomination of a d i d a t e , if only through
the medium of the Party's representatives (Vtwtraucnmrgnntr).
Let those who consider this to be too bureaumatic or too
centralistic suggest that &data
be nominated by a vote
of the whole Party membership (shmtlichm Parteigenossen). He who thinks this is not practicable bas no right to
complain of a deficiency of d e m m t i c principle when the
function, like many other hnuionn of the Party, is exerdsedbyoneorbyseveralPartyo~
In aeeardance with the "commori law" of the Geman Party
the I d onstitueneies twed to "come to a friendly agreement"
with the Party leadership about the choice of a candidate. "But
the Party has grown tm large for this tacit -on
law to suffice any longer. Common law c e a a to be a d e when it
to be mmgnid as amthing self-evident, when ita $tip&tiom, or even its very existence, are culled in question. Thcn it
bemma ablutely ne<lerPsarp to formulate the law, to c d f y

of r e v k k h in this sphere, butsky,

.

..

'# would bc wry ittstrttctivc to amprc Kauukp's mnmks on tfrc
lklmattion from Wtly recopisad comma law to the M,
b d atufbklf
M with BU tbr "champ" our Party, in pd.and rhr ediWad, b
p u r t i c u l a r , b ~ D d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ S a t h ~ r e p o r
by Vma hmikh (at t h c ~ o b h L E P g u w , p . 6 6 c t r u p ~ # h o
tcr rtalire tbc dpiof the Ebanges that are tal;ing *a
mot

language than "cogwheels and mews"). The indignation of the 1
knights of the Stock Exchqp is aroused by the sight of the un- ,
demomatic state of e m in the Social-Dwatic Party: "All I
p n a l originality," all individuality must be persecuted, be I
-use they threaten to bring about the French state of affairs, I
Jaurbism and Millemndism, as was stated in so many words
by Zindermann,who reported on the question at the Party Coa
gresa of the Saxon Social-Demoaats.

Thus, as far as the new catchwords of the new Iskra on
the question of organisation have any general meaning at all
&ere annot be any doubt that they have an opportunist meaning. This mclusion is eonfirmed by the mults of our anal*
of the Party Congress, which divided into a revolutionary wing
and an oportunist wing, and by the exampIe of all the S d Demaaatic Partiesr of Western Europe where opportunism in the
quation of organisation found expression in the same tendencies, in the m n e accusations and very often wen in the s a m e
mtchwords. Of come, the national pemliarities of the individual parties and the daerent politid anditions in the different countries will leave their impress and make German o p
portunism unlike Fen& o p p o r t ~ m French
,
opportunism unlike Italian opportunism a d Italian opportunism unlike R w
sian opportunism, But the uniformity of the fundamental
division of all these Parties into a revolutionary wing and an o p
portmist wing, the uniformity of the argument and tendencies
of opportunism in questions of orgadation stand out dearly
in spite of dl this difference of conditiom* T h e multitude
.No

any doubt todap th8t the old division of R U M hddon qmtim of taccia into Economhb and politician6 waa udform with the &idon of tbe whole a0 Wal-Democracy into opportunism
and r c o o l u h d e s , atthough the &&renee between -dm
Martynov and
ALimw on the one hand. and kt-dm
von Vollmar and mn Elm,
on the o h , or Jamb aud Yilfcrand, k very grcrtt. Nor will myone doubt
the uirduity In the main dipidom on rht organhadonat quation, in spite
o0 the
di&rmtc k
t.the d
h of @tieally d h h n c h k d and poUtbUy h e conntrie. It b txuemely ebrmcterhtic that the
highly pbdpled dtora of hhm, in briefly touching on the controwmy b
hrsea Kanbky and Hdae (UO. Q). timidly suadaa 3hc qmDioa o
f tk
kndmda of -pled
of all opportunism and of orthodoxy on the organ.
m e has

J

tativa of the radial intelligenah in the ranks of our
of our Sodal-nemocrats ha h e n making the pee
mnism inevitable, for it is produced by the menradical intdemal in the mast varied spheres and

mmt varied forms. We have fought opportunism on the
amentaI problem of our conception of the world, on ques.
,mnsaf our programme, and mmpIete divergence of a i m has inpitably led to an irrwmble separation between the Social~emocratsand the liberals who had corrupted our legal M m W e have fought opportunism on tactical Questions, d
;sur differences with Comrades Krkhwsky and Akimov on these
-h
important questions were naturally only tern-,
and were
'#ot foI1owed by the formation of separate parties. W t must now
'w-e
the opportunism of Martov and Axelrod on organisa&nd questions, whi&, of course, are still less fundamental than
quesltions of programme and t a c h , but which have now come
to the f d o n t of the stage in our Party life.
When speaking of fighting opprrrrunism, there is a characteristic feature of presentday opportunism in every sphere that
must never be overlooked: this k its vagueness, its di&sena
its elusivem. The very nature of the opprtunist is such that
he will always try to avoid formulating the issue dearly and
3revocabIy; he will alwap try to find the resultant force, will
always wriggle like a snake between two mutually eprduding
pints of view, he wit1 try to "agree" with both and reduce his
differences of opinion to slight amendments, douba, innocently
g o d intentions, etc, etc. Comrade Eduard Fkmstein, an o p
portunist on questions of programme, "agrees" with the revoludonary p r q p m m e of the Party; and although he is anxious, no
doubt, to see it "radically reformedI" he thinks it would be inopportune and inexwent and that it is more important to
bring out "general principles" and "criticism" (which is mainly
the u n a i t i d bornnving of the principles and crrtchworda of
bourgeois demomacy). Comrade von Vollmar, an opportunist
on tactid quatiom, k a h in complete a p m e n t with the old
ta&
of revolutioaary Social-Dmmaey and also cun6nea himself mainly to declamatbs, to petty arnendmencs, to sneers; he
never openly advocates defiaitdy "mhbterialist*'t a c h . The op
portunists on orghtional quatioat, Comrades Martov and

Axehod, have also up to the preuent failed to produce, tbough
challenged to do so,my definite shtatemwt of principles that could
k fwd in "a statutory way"; they, too, would like, certainly
they would l
k a "radial reform" of our organisationaI rule!
(Xskra, No. 58,* p. 4, coI. I), but they would prefer to devote
t h d v a lirsr to "general problems of organisation" (because
a really radid reform of our rules, which in spite of point 1
is after all a oentralist one, wouId inevitably lead, if it were carried out in the spirit of the new Iskra, to autonomism; and
Comrade Mmov, of course, d o e not like admitting wen to himself that, in principle, his tendency is towards antonomism). "In
prindplc" their attitude tow& ttre orpnisational question dis
plays all the colows of the rainbow: the predominant note is the
innocent,pathetic declamations about a u t m q and bureaupgey,
about blind obedience, about cogwheels and smews-declamations which sound so innocent that it requires no d &rt
to discern in them what is really concerned with principle and
what is really concerned with cooptation. But the deeper the

9 I f w i l l now be fully apprent to tho^ who m e m b e r the debale on
paint 1 that .the mistake mmmitted by Comrade Markov and Comradt
Axelrod on poiat I in&tabiy la&, when dweloped and deepened, to
mgmhtional opponuukm Comrade Mztrtov'f inida? idea, self-registradon
of P a q mrmbm, h n o w e h Chan false " ~ a c y , the
" idea of buildbg the Party from the bottom upwards. My idm, on the other hand, h
'%umaucr~~dc"
in the sew that the Partg is built from the top downwards,
&om the Party C o u p to the individual Party organisadonu. The mentality of oft bourgeois hreUeaua1, anarchla: phrases, opportunist, Ah'vobtist
profundity-41 thee w e already dtseuaed in the debate on point I.
Cwntade Bfartov mya that "new idGas arc bqhning to k worktd out" by the
new Isha? Thh is true in tht smse that, b q h n h g with point 1, he and
Comrade Axelrod have k e n really advancing thought lo a nm dimtion.
The one thing wrong ia that it f an opportunbt direction. Thc more Lhep
" m k " in tkb direction the d q m will they get ntuck in the mirc This w
clear to Cwmade Pkkhnov at ihe Party Ompw md in htr =ti& 'Whkt
Should Not Be Done?" he warned than o m again: I am prepared even w
m+pt you, but for p x h d sake do not oontinue along rbh road whiEh
~ o d y M n g p t o o p p t u ~ 9 n d ~ M a r t w a n d ~
wt WOW
the gwd a8viee: 'What?ArC we to turn back? agrsc with L d n
that this moptadon wan only a quabbk? Nmrl We wiIl h o w him that
we are m m of p%imipkl0*-aad
80 they haw. They haw shown evcxyonc
h t in w hr as they have any new principles, they arc the prindph ot

oppw-
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that l s h had m i e d om If in the whole course of these three
years we not only wagged our tongues but gaoe e x p d o n to mavictions that had m lead to action, we d not avoid fighting
the anti-Iskra-Uts and the " M d at the Congress. And sine
we, together with Comrade Martw, who fought in the Eront Urn
with vizor raised, had ofknded such a lot of people-we had only
to oEend Comrade Axelrod and Comrade M a r - just the tiniest
bit for the cup to overflow. Quantity was transformed into quality. The negation was negated. All the oEended forgot their
mutual squabbles, fell weeping into each other's arms, and raised
the banner of "revolt against L e n i M *
A revolt is an excellent thing when it is the advanced el-a
that revolt against the reactionary elemen&, It is a g o d thing
when the revolutionary wing revolts against the opportunist
wing. But it is a bad thing when the opportunist wing revolts
against the revolutionary wing.
Comrade Ple.khanov is compelled to take part in this dirty
busina in the capacity of a prisoner of war, as it were. H e
oies to "vent his feelings" by fishing out isolated dumsy phrasa
written by authors of resolutions in favour of the "majority"
and exdahm as he doers so: "Poor Comrade Leninl What fine
orthodox supporters he hasl" (Zskra, No. 63, supplement.)
Well, Comrade Plekhanov, I a n only say that if I am poor,
the editors of the new Iskra are ddwnright paupers. However
poor I may be I have not yet sunk to such utter destitution as
to have to shut my eyes to the Party Congress and hunt for
material to exercise my wit on in the reaolutians of committee
men. However poor I may be 1 am a t h o u d times better off
than t b w whose supportma do not inadvertently utter a clumsy
phrase but on all issues, whether of organhation, of taaia or of
programme, zealously and steadily advmte pkcipln which are
opposed to the principles of revolutionary Social-Democracy.
However poor I may be I have not yet d e d the stage w h

X have to conceal from the public the praise Iavished on me by
such s u p p m But the editors of Iskm have to do thia

w.

This d n g exprarrioa is Comrade Mamvb (The SWla of Skge, p.
Marrov waited till they were Bve w n g ta ntk the " m l t " a p h u
my single Af.C o d Marm k not a dtilful polemist: he wan& m d & q
hir opponent by paying E m the p t a t compliment&
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e Akimw and Comrade Bmkur
rwdutionary wing of o w Party
ve been ranked as opportunists
Comrade Plekhanov to Corn-

in its January leaflet (No.13,
the following statement:
t event took place in our

Committee,

"lskra" has u n h p e a profound change and @mists
give earefuf attention to the dunam& of workers in the
dal-Demomatic movement in general. Thus, although
work of this Cong~csswill have to be reuhed at the
mngrw, a d , as is obviom to the delegates, was unsa
tory, and therefme cannot be accepted by the Pardy as
impeachable decisions, tbe con^ h
a cleared up the sit
tion inside the Party, has collected much m a t e d for
theoreta a d orgmhational work of the Party, and
been an immensely instructive experience for the work o
tbe Party in general. The decisions of the Congress and th
nrles drawn up by it will be taken into account by all the
ganisations, but in view of their o b v h imperfections, m
will not be guided exclusively by them.

"Realishg the importande of the common work of the Party,:
the Vonorezh Committee has actively responded to alI the quee
tions conwrning the oxganisation of the Congress. It r e m g n h
the imporana of what took: place at the Congress and welcomes.
the change undergone by 'Iskra,' which has become the ce~lrral
organ. Although the state of affairs in the Party and in the centraI organ doe not yet satisfy us, we trust that with a common.
eft? the d W t work of orgaaising the Party will be made mom
perfect. In view of fake mmows, the Voronezh Committee inform the comrades that there can be no qwstion of the Vmmzzh
Comrm'ttee withdrawing from the Party. The Vmnezh Committee discs perfectly well what a dangerous precedent might
be created by the withdrawal of a workers' organisation like
the Voronezh Committee b m the R.SS.L,P., what a reproach 1
this would be to the Party, and of what disadvantage this:
w d d be to workers' organisations which might follow ourb
example. We must not cam new splits but must strive persistently to unite all dass mnscious workers and Socialists In a
single party. Bnides, the Second Conpas was not an inaugural.
c q p n but an ordinary mngrw. Expulsion from the Party:
can only take place on the decision of a Party court, and noorgan&a*n, not wen the Central Canmitree, has the right to
expel any Sodal-Demwatic organhation from the Party. What
is more, the Second Congem passed point 8 of the rule, which
a

Marxism and Rcilkhkn
&a~
wery organhation autonomous (independent) in its I d
kim, and this entitles the VwanGak Committee to #u# its OF
hbtional views into m i c e and dvocatu t h m in the Party."
The editom of the new Iskra, in quoting this leaflet, h No.
reprinted the setad haZf of what we have quoted and which
here printed in italics; as for the first half, which t here
hted in small type, the editors p+wred to ieave it out.
They were ashamed.

,

brmq-Mwh ~ g q .
I, L-,
Selected Works$VoL 11, pp. f i 8 - ~ .

VI. Inherent Contradictions
of Party Development
First, the question of the struggle b i d e our Party. The smggle did not mmmence yaterday, nor haa it ended yet. If we take
the histo~yof our Party from the time it w e into beiug as a
group of Bolsheviks in the year agoq, and if we examine ics
latest stages right up to the present time, then it can be stated
without any exaggeration that the history of our Party is the
histmy of the smuggle of contradictions within this Party, a h b
tory of the overcoming of these e o n m d i c t h and of the gradual
consolidation of our Party on the basis of overcoming these contadhiom. It may be said that the R u b are too quarrelsome, that they lwe poIemia, that they mate differences and
for that reason the development d the Rwian Party is a prof ovem,ming internal Parry antagonisma This would not be
true, comrades. This is not a matter of being quarrelsome; it is
a matter of differe~cesover principles, arising in the process of
the development of the Party and the process of the struggle of
the proIetariat.
It means that antagonisms mn only be overcome by the
struggle for thia or that principle, for chis or that 6ghting aim,
for this or that method of struggle which leads to the goal. One
can and must enter into every k i d of compromise with those of
a like mind within the Party on questions of current politics,
on questions of a purely practical nature. But when these q u e
tiom are bound up with differences of opinion involving principles, then no compromise, no "middle" line can save mattera
There b not and cannot be a "middle" line in questions invoIving principles. Either the one or the other principle must be
made the basis of the work of the Party. A "middle" line on
questions involving principles is a "'line"which leads to confusiou of mind, a line which glows over differam, a line of
ideological degeneration of the Party, a line of ideologid death
of the Party.
46
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How do the W - D e m o a a t i c partien in ahe West live a d
dweIop? Arc there any internal contradidom and Wemna
over ptincipla in those parties? Of ~oursethere are. Do thq
expose these contradictions and try to overcome them honestly
'and frankly More the eyes of the mawes of the party? No, of
course they do not. It is the practice of the Social-Demoaata to
conma1 these antagonisms, it is the practice of the Social-Demomts to convert their .mderencer and congresses into masquaades, into official parades intended to show that all is well within
the party; every effort ip made to conceal and gloss over the
differenceswithin the party, But nothing but confwion and the
intellectual impoverishment of the party a n result from such
practices. This is one of the causes of the decline of Western '
European Social-Demacracy, which at one time was revolutionary, but is now refomist.
We, however, cannot live and develop in this way. The poLiq
of finding a "middle course" on questions of principle is not
our policy. The policy of finding a "middle coursei*on questions
of principle is the policy of declining and degenerating parties.
Such a policy cannot but result in the Party becoming a mere
bureaucratic apparatus beating the air, and detached from the
mwm. This path is not our path.
The whole history of our Party confirms the p t u l a t e that
the history of our Party L the history of overcoming internal
Party differenas and the steady mwIidation of the ranks of
our Party on the basis of overcoming these contradictions.
It folIows that the fight to overcome internal Party difEerences
is the law of development of our Party.
It may be said that this is the Iaw for the Communist Party
of the W e t Union and not for other proletarian parties. Thls
would not be true. This law is the law of dwelopment of all
parties of any considerable size, irrespective of whether they are
the proletarian party of the U.S.S.R or the partia of the Wat.
While in smaU parties in mall counuies it may be possible to
gloss over differences, to cover thw up by the authority of one
or several: persons, it is impossible to do so in a large party witb
diversified disuicts. In such parties development by wereoming
contradictions is an inevitable element of growth and eonsol-

...

idation of the party. This ia how development pmeedd in the
past, this is how it proceeds at the present day.
I wouId like here to d
l in the authority of Engels who, in
wnjunction with Mant, guided the proletarian parties in the
West through several decades. I refer to the eighties of the lmt
century, when the anti-alist
laws were in operation in Germany, when Marx and Engels were in exile in London, and
when the Social-Demmtic organ, The Social-Democrat, was
publidmi illegally abroad, and really guided the work of German Social-Democracy. Bemstein at that time was still a revs
Iutionary Mamist (he had not yet gone over to reformism).
Engeh kept up a lively correspondenoe with Bernsteh on current questions of Sodal-Demwatic policy. Tbis is what he
wrote to Bernstein in 188~:

Apparently, all labor parties in big countries can develop
only in the process of internal struggIe; in complete a d ance with the lam of dialectid dwdopment. The German
Party became what it is in the struggle between the Eisenachera and the Lasalleans, in which the very friction played
the principal role. Unity bepossible only when the
deliberately fostered by L a d l e as insttuments in
the struggle, became worn out, and here tm it was brought
about with too great haste on our part.
In France, thohie who, while having sadiced their Bakuninist theories, continue to employ Bakuninisc m e t h d of
fighting, and at the same time d& to sacrifice the dam
chamam of the movement to their mckd aims must also
become worn out before unity will again become possible.
T o advomte unity under such conditione would be sheer
mpidity. Moralhhg m o m will not prevent infantile
-is
which under modern conditions must be aper i e n d (Mam-En@, Selected C o ~ s p o ~ cp.c 384-Ed.)
,

&ff,

For, aaya EngeIs in anothef pasage:

Contradictions cannot be concealed fm long. They are
settlaa only by fighting them out. (Zbid.)

This Is how tbt d t e n c e of mmdictions within our Party

1

I

and the dwelopment of our Party through overcoming th&e
contradictions by fighting them out are to be explained
Where do these contradictions originate h m , what are their
muxces?
I think that the contradictions within proletarian p a r h
originate from two circumstances. What are these?
These are, first, the preggure of the bourgeoisie and of bourgeois ideology upon the proletariat a d ita party party the mxze
of the class struggle, the pressure to which the more irresolute
sections of the proletariat, and that means the wavering d o n a
in the Party, not infrequently succumb. We must not think that
the proletariat is wmpleteIy isolated from society, or that it
srands apart from sodety, T h e proledat is part of society and
c o n n e d with it through its diversified strata by numennu
threads. The Party is part of the proletariat, and for that reason
the Party cannot escape the contacts and influence of the diversified strata of bourgeois society. The pre~~ure
of the b u r p h i e
and its ideology upon the proletariat and upon its Party mult
in bourgeois ideas, morals, habits and moods not infrequently
penetrating into the proletariat and its Party through the me
dium of certain s v a t a of the proletariat connected in one way
or another with bourgeois h e t y .
Second, it is the divedied character of the working clam, the
fact that it is made up of various strata, I think that the pr+
letariat as a dam may be divided up into three strata:
The k t stratum-the principal mass of the proIetatiat, its
main core, its constant part; this is the maas of the "thoroughbred" pmIeta&m, who have Iong ago cut of€ & mtaas with
the capitakt dass. This stratum of the proletariat is the most
reliable support of Manrism.
The ~eo011dstratum is composed of those proletarirms who
have recently merged from non-proletarian classes; from the
peasantry, petty bourgeoisie and intelligentsia. Thia stratum,
having just emerged h m non-proletarian d m , h brought
into the proletarian class ita old habits and atoms, its wavering and vacillation. This stratum represen@ the most favoram
soil for all sorb of anarchist, semiamcbist and ''ulwa-Ldf*

t
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Finally there is a third stratum. Thia is the arhtoeracy of

labour, the upper rmatum of the working dm, the mmt secure
in its coditiona
with tht other aections of the p m
letariati it scriva to compromise with the b q e o i s i e ; its pre
dominating mood is to adapt itself to the mighty of the earth
and to be "fe~pectable."This stratum reprema the mwt favourable mil for avowed reformists and opportunists.
In spite of their appamnt Werenw on the s u r f a a I the last
two smta of the working class 'represent a more or Iesa common
milieu which fosters opportunism: frank and avowed opportunism when the mood of the arbof labour prevails, and
the conccdd opportunism of ''Left" phram when the mood of
that stratum of the working class prevails which has not mpletely cut itself off from petty-b4-i~
contacts. There is noth.
ing surprising in the fact that avowed opportunism very frequently coincides with "ultra-Left" m&
Lenin has said more
than once that the "ultra-Lefta'oppsition is the reverse side of
the Right wing, Menshevik, avowedly opportunist opposition,
and this is absolutely come& If the "ultra-Left" stands for rev*
lution because it expect3 the immediate victory of the revolution,
then naturally it must fall into despairI it must &come dkp
pointed in rwoIution if a hitch taka place and the revolution
ia not immediately victoriow
Naturally, at every cum in the deveIopment of the class struggIe, on every oecasiorl that the struggle becomes more acute and
&dta
the difEerence of v i m , the Merence in the habits and
m o d of the various strata of the proletariat must teIl in the
form of differen= in the P q a and the pressure of the bourgeoisie and its ideoIogy upon the Party must inevitably cause
theare differenax to become more acute and to find an outlet
in the form of a struggle within the proletarian party.
These are the soof the inherent contradictions and differences within the Party.
Is it p i b l e to avoid thae contradictions and disagreements?
No,it is not. T o imagine that it is possible to avoid these cond i c t i o n s meam to deceive oneself. Engels was right when he
said that it is impossible to gloss over the contradictions within
the Party for any length of time, that these contradictions are
d v e d by atrtlggk.
Thia does not mean that the Party should be converted into

~~
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a debating sodtty. On the cuntray, the Party of me pmktarh
i$ and must remain, a fighting organisation of the pktariat.
I merely wish to say that we must not shut our eyes to dZm
enoear within the Party if these differen- are over quatiom d
principle. 1 want to say that only by fighting for principle can
the proletarian Party withstand the pressure and inhence of
the bourgeoisie. Only by a v w inmnd Party conmdh
dons can we g u m t e e the s ~ u d n and
a streagth of the Party.

I
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VII. Some Questions Concerning
the History of Bolshevism
Dear Comrades:
I emphatically protest against the pubIication in Roleturskuya
R m l y utsia (Proletarian Revolution, NO. 6, 1930) of Slu~ky's
anti-party and semi-Trotskyite artide, "The Bolsheviks on German Sadal-Democracy in the Period of its Prewar Crisis," as a
discussion article.
Slutsky asserts that Lenin {the BoIshwiks) underestimated the
danger of centrism in German Social-Democracy and in pre-war
Sahl-Demin general; that is, undere~timatedthe danger
of camouflaged opportunism, the danger of conciliation with op
portunism. h other words, according to Slutsky, Lenin (the
Bolsheviks) did not wage a relentless struggle against opportunism, for, in essence, underestimation of centrism is tantamount
to the r e n d a t i o n of a forceful struggle against opportunism.
Thus, it follows that in the perid before the war Lmin was
not yet a real Bolshevik that it was only in the period of the i n
perialist war,or even at the close of that war, chat Lwin became
a red BoIshevik This is the tale Slutsky tells in his article.
And you, instead of branding this new-found "historian" as a
slanderer and fals%er, enter into discussion with him, provide
him with a forum. I cannot x e M n from protesting against the
pubIication of Sluuky's artide in your journal as a discussion
article, for the question of ILRnin's Boishevism, the question as to
whether h n i n did or did not wage a relendas principled struggle against centrism as a certain fonn of opportunism, the qu*
tion as to whether Lenin w m or was not a real
cannot
k made the subject of discmion,
to the
In your rtatement entitled "From the Editors,"
Central Committee on October go, you admit chat the editors
made a miataae in publishing SIumky's artide as a dlcussion
article. This L all very well, of course, despite the fact that the
editors' statement is very belated. But in your statement you
d
t a M mistake when you deckam that the "editon conrider it to k p o l i t i d y cxtrtmely urgent and -a
that the

~~
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entire complex ofproblernfsconnected with the relations between
the Bolsheviks and the prewar Second Intemationd be further
dimmed and elaborated in the paps of ProletarsRaya Reuolyubsia." This means that you intend once again to draw people into
a discussion on questions which are axioms of Bolshevism. It
meaasl that you are again thinking of turning the question of
Lenin's Bolshevism from an axiom into a problem meding "further elaboration." Why? O n what grounds? Everyone knows
that Leninism was born, grew up and became strong in i&ruthless struggle against opportunism d every brand, including cenuigm in the West {Kautsky) and centrism in our countrj (Trotsky, etc..). This cannot be denied even by the outspoken d e a
of Bolshevism. It is an axiom. But you are trying to drag na
back by turning an axiom into a problem requiring "further
elaboration." Why? O n what grounds? Perhaps through ignorance of the history of Bolshevism? Perhaps for the sake of a
rotten liberalism, so that the SIutskys aad other disciples of
Tmtsky may not be able to say that they are being gagged? A
ratha strange soit of liberalism, this, exercised at the expense
of the v i t d interests of B o I s h e h .
What, exactly, is there in Slutsky's article that the editors re
prd as worthy of discussion?
I. Slutsky asserts that knin (the Bolsheviks) did not puraue a
line directed towards a rupture, towards a split with the o p p
tunhts of German Social-Dmomacy, with the opportunists of the
Second International of the prewar period You want to argue
against this Ttotskyite thesis of Slutsky's? But what is there to
argue about? Ia it not dear that Slutsky b simply slandering
Leain, slandering the Bolsheviks? Slander must be branded aa
ruch and not made the subject of discussion
Every Bolshevik, if he is really a Bolshevik, knows that long
before the war, approximately in lgogsq, when the Bolshevik
group took shape in Ruda and when the L&s in German SodalDemmaq h t made themselves felt, knin pursued the line
directed towards a rupture, towards a split with the opportunists
both here, in the Russian Social-Damtic Party, and over
there, in the S
d International, particularly in the German
Social-Democratic Party. Every BoIshevik know that i t was for
that very reason that even at that time ( ~ g q q the
) Bohhdh
won for t k m e I v e s in the ranks of the opportunists of the Sccond

..

InternationaI honourable fame aa "splitters" and "dhmptm."
But what a u l d Lenin do, what could the Bolsheviks do; if the
Left S o c i d - m a t s in the Second International,and above all
in the German Sodd-Demoaatic Party, reprinted a weak and
impotent group, a group which had not yet taken organisacional
dupe, which waa ideo1OgicaIly illquipped and was afraid even to
pronounce the word "rupture," "split"? Lenin, the Bolsheviks,
could not be expected to do, born Rusaik, the work of the Lefts
and bring about a split in the West-European partieo. This is
apart from the f a a that opnktional and ideological weakness
waa a characteristic feature 01the Left Social-Demomats not only
in the period prior to the war. Ag is well known, the Lefts retained this negative feature in the post-war period as well. Everyone knows the appraisal of the German Left SoJal-Demomats
given by Lenin in his famous article. "On Junius' Pamphlet," #
written in October I g r(i- chat is, more than two years after the beginning of the war-in which Lenin, aiticising a number of very
serious political mistakes committed by the Left Social-Demoaats
in Germany, speaks of "the weaknea of all G m n Lefb, who
are entangled on all sides in the vilc net of Kuutskian hypocrisy,
pGdulttry, 'frknrlship* for the opportunists"; in which he say6 that
''Jarqius has not yet freed h ~ s e l fcompletely from the 'mvironmenf of the Gewnan, #en Left Social-Democrats,who are ofraid
of a split, are afraid to express veuolutionary slogans to the full."
Of all the p u p s in the Second International, the Russian Bolah&
were at that time tbe only group which, by its organisational experience and ideological: training was capable of undertaking mything serious in the sense of a direct rupture, of a split
with its own opportunists in its own Russian Sodal-Demoeratic
Party, If the Slutskys attempted not even to prove but simply
to assume that the Russian Bolsheviks headed by Lwin. did not
exert a11 their efforts ta organk a split with the opportunism
(PleLhanw,Martov, Dan)and to oust the centrists (Trotsky and
other adherents of the August bloc), then one could argue a h t
Lenin'r blsheviam, about the Bolsheviks' Bohvism. But the

whole point in that the Slutskys dare not even hint at su& a
wild assumption. They dare not, for they are aware that the comC J u n i u r WPI the mdb-plumu adoptad by R w Luxemburg, leader of the
hftn in the Mil-Dtmaa9tic Party of Gumany. See V. I. Ltnin. Cdlmtad
W d , vol. 1% p 199.

monly known facts concerning the detenmined policy ofruphvr
with the opportunists of all brands pursued by the Rudtiaa Msheviks (~goq-In) cry out against such an assumption They dare
not, for they know that they would be pilloried the very next

&Y.

But the question arises: Could the Russian Bohhevilta bring
about a split with their opportunist and centrist conciliatm
long before the imperidist war (~goq-lm) without at the same
time pursuing a policy of rupture, a policy of a split with the
opportuaists and eentrisu of the Second International? Who a n
doubt that the Russian Bolshe~iksregarded their policy towards
the opportunists and cenvists as a model to be followed by the
Lefts in the West? Who m n doubt that the Rusaian Bolshevik8
did all they could to push the Left SwiaLDemoaats in the West,
particularly the Lefts in the German Social-Demoeratic PartyI
towarda a rupture, towards a split with their own opportunists
and centrists? It was not the fault of h n i n and of the Rusian
Bolsheviks that the Left Social-Demomatsin the West proved to
be too immature to follow in the fmtsteps of the Russian BolSheYifrs.
P. Slutsky reproaches Lenin and the Bolshcvihs for not m+
lutely and wholeheartedly supporting the German Left SocialDemocratsI for supporting them only with important reservations,
for allowing factional considerations to prevent them from gip'
ing unqualified supprt to the Lefts. You want to argue against
this fraudulent and utterly false reproach. But what is there to
argue about? Is it not plain that Slutsky is maneuvering and
trying, by hurling a spurious reproach at Itenin and the 3301s h d s , to cover up the real gap in the -ition of the Lefts in
Germany? 1s it not plain that the Bolsheviks could not s u e
the Lefts in Germany, who time and again wavered between
Bolshevism and Menshevism, without important r m t i o m
without seriously aiticising their mistakes, and that to act 0thwise would have been a betrayal of the working d m and its m e
lution? Fraudulent maneuvers must be branded as such and not
made a subject of dimmion.
Yes, the Bolsheviks supported thc Left Social-Demoma in
Germany only with certain important resemations, mitkhbg
their Semi-Menshevik mistakes. But for this they ought u, be
applauded, not reproached.

Are there pmpIe who doubt this?
Let us turn to the most generally known facts of history.
(a) In 1903,serious disagreements were revealed between the
Bolshevih and the Memhev&a in Russia on the question ofparty
membership. By their formula on party membemhip the Bolshevii;s wanted to aet up an organisational barrier against the in0ux of non-proletaxian elements into the party. The danger
of such an influx waa very reaI at that time in view of the bow-

gaoisaemmtic character of the Russian revolution, 'The R w
h Mensheviks advacated the o p p i t e position, which threw
the doors of the party wide open to non-proletarian elements.
In view of the importance of the problems of the R u s h revoIution for the worId revolutionary movement, the West-European
Social-Demmts decided to interwne. The Mt Social-Demo
mats in Germany, Parvur and Rosa Luxemburg, then the leaders
of the Lefts, also intervened. But how? Both came out against
the Bolsheviks. They accused the Bohhwih of betraying ultracenwt and Blanquipt tendencies. Subsequently, these vulgar
and phibtine epitheta were aught up by the Mmshwiks and
spread far and wide.
@) In ~gog,disagreement developed between the Bolsheviks
and the Mensheviks in Russia on the question of the character of
the Rwian revolution. The Bolsheviks advocated an d h n c e
between the working daas and the peasantry un&
the hegemony of the proletariat. The Bolsheviks asserted that the objective must k a rev~lutionatydemmticdietatomhip of the
proletariat and the peasantry for the purpose of passing immediately from the bourgeoisdemmmtic revolution to the rsodalist
revolution, with the support of the m d poor secured. The
Menshwilts in Russia rejected the idea of the hegemony .of the
proletariat in the bourgeoidmwatic revolution; as against the
policy of alliance between the working claw and the peasantry
they preferred tbe policy of agreement with the liberal bourgeoisie; and they dedartd that the m o 1 u t i ~ e m o [ ~ a tdicic
tatorship of the working U and the peasantry waa a reactionary
BIanquist scheme which ran counter to the development of the
boqpisrevolutioa What was the a t t i d e of the German Left
Social-Demoera& of Parvua and Rosa Luxanburg, to this con~ ~ w e f s y ?They invented the utopian xmd semi-Merrshevi
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scheme of permanent revolution (a distorted representation of
the Mamian scheme of revolution), which was permeated through
and through with the .Menshevik repudiation of the pohq of all
h between the working class and the peasantry, and opposed
thh scheme to the Bolshevik scheme of the rwolutionqdemaaatic dictatorship of the proletariat and the peasantry. Subsequently, this semi-Menshevik scheme of permanent revo~utionwas
aught up by Trotsky (in part by Martoy) and transformed into
a weapon of struggle against Leninism.
(c) In the period before the war, one of the most urgent questions that confronted the partia of the Second International was
the n a t i d and mloniaI question, the question of the o p p r e d
nations and colonies, the question of liberating the oppressed
nations and colonies, the question of the paths to be followed in
the struggle against imperialism, the question of the paths to be
followed in order to overthrow imperialinn. In the interests of
developing the proletarian revoluti6n and encircling imperialism,
the Bolsheviks propmed a policy of supporting the liberation
movement of the oppressed nations and colonies on the basis of
the selfdetermination of nations, and developed the scheme for a
united h n t between the proletarian revolution in the advanced
countries and the rwolutibnm-liberation movement of the
pies of the caIonies m d oppre&d countries. he opportuniab of
all countries, the wcial-chauvinists and social-imperialists of all
countries hastened to rdly against the Bolsheviks on this account.
The BoIshwiks were baited like mad dogs. What position did the
Left Sodal-Demwats in the West take up at that time? They
developed the semi-Menshevik theory of impmidism, rejected the
principle of selfdetermination of nations in its Marxian seme
(including secession and formation of independent states), re
iccted the the& that the liberation movement in the colonies
and oppmsed countries was of great revolutionary importance,
rejected the thesis that a united front between the- proletarian
revolution and.the movement for national emancipation was poti.
sible, and o p p e d this semi-Menshevik hodge-podge, which was
nothing but an underestimation of the national and c o l d
quation, to the M
&
d e m e of the Bolsheviks. It is well
known that this semi-Memhwik; h-podge
wsls subsequently
caught up by Trot&p who used it as a weapon in the -1e
against lieninim.

Such were the u n i v d y known mistakes committed by the
Le£t Social-Democratsin G e m m y .
I need not speak of the other mistakes of the German Lefts
which were criticbed in various articles by Lenin.
Nor need I speak of the mist&- they committed in appraising
the policy of the Bolsheviks in the period of the October Rev*
lution.
What do t h ~ mistakes
e
committed by the German Lefts, and
referring to the history of the prewar period, show, if not that
the Left W-Democrats, despite their leftism, had not yet
rid themselves of their Menshevik baggage?
Of course, the record of the Lefts in Germany consists not only
of serious mistakes. They also have great and important molutionary deeds to their credit. I have in mind a number of servim and their revolutionary line on questiom of internal policy,
and, in particular, of the electoral struggle, on questions concerning the struggle inside and outside of parliament, on the general
strike, on war, on the Revolution of 1905 in Russia, etc This is
precisely why the Bolsheviks regarded them as Lefts, supported
them and urged them fofward. But this does not and cannot
remove the fact that the Left Soad-Democrats in Germany did
commit a number of very serious political and theoretid mi*
t a k that they had not yet rid themselves of their Menshevik
burden and therefore need4 the very serious criticism of the
Bolsheviks.
Now judge for yourselm whether the Bolsheviks headed by
Lenin could have supported the Left Social-Demarats in the
Weat w itkout serious reservations, without seriously criticising
their mistakes, and, whether it would not have been a betrayal
of the interests of the working class, a betrayal of the interests of
the revolution, a betrayal ofcommunism, to act otherwise?
Is it not dear that in repaching Lenin and the Bolsheviks
for that for which he shoirld have applauded them if he were a
Bolshevik Slutsky fully a p e s himself as a semi-Menshevik, as
a masked Trotskyite?
Slutsky mume8 that in their apprahal of the Lefts in the West,
Lenin and the Bolsheviks were guided by their own ktional
considerations; that, consequently, the Russian Bolsheviks s a d ficed the great cause of the international revolution to their factional interests. I t need hardy be proved that there can be

nothing more vulgar and despicable than such an a s u m p t h
There cm be nothing more vulg.ar, for wen the most vdgar of
Mensheviks are beginning to understand that the R h a n m e
lution is not the paivate muse of Russians, that on the contrary,
it is the -use of the working dam of the whole world, the cause
of the world pletarim revolution. There can be nothing more
dapicabie, for wen the professional slanderers in the Second
International are beginniq to understand that the consistent
and thoroughly rwolutionary internationalism of the Bolsheviks
is a model of proleLarian internationalism for the workers of all
countries.
Yes,the Russian Bolsheviks did put in the forefront the fundamental problems of the Russian revolution, such problems as that
of the party, of the attitude of Marxists towards rhe bourgeoisdemomatie revolution, of the alliance between the working Jas
and the peasantry, of the hegemony of the proletariat, of the
struggle inside and outside of parliament, d the general strike,
of the bourgeoisdemocratic revolution passing into the & f i t
revolution, of the dictatorship of the proletariat, of imperialism,
of the self-determination of nations, of the liberation movement
of oppressed nations and mIoniap, of the policy of supporting this
movement, ete. They advanced these problems as the touchstone
on which they tested the revolutionary consistency of the Left
Social-Demamats in the Wet.,
Had they the right to do so? Yes, they had. They not only
had the right, but it was their duty to do so. Itwas their duty
to do so because dl these problems were also the fundamental
problems of the world revolution, to whose aims the Bolsheviks
subonhated their policy and their tactia. It was their duty to
do so kcause o d y on such problems could they really test the
revolutionary character of the various group in the Second International. The question arises: What has the "factionalism" of
the Russian Bolsheviks and what have "fadond" consi-tiom
to do with this?
Aa far back as 1902 Lenin wrote in his pamphlet What D To
Be Done? that "hislory h a now confronted rrs with an immerditrte
task which is the most revohaiionary of all the immediate tasks
that confront the proleta9.iat of any countty," that "the fulfil&
mcnt of this tusk, the destru~tionof the most powerful bulwark
not only of Europtam but also of Asiatic reuction woutd make the
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Russian proletariat the vangwrd of the international revolutionusy proletariat.'' Thirry years have elapsed since that pamphlet,
What Is To Be Dow?, appeared. No one will dare deny that
the events of this period have brilkmtly confirmed Lenin's words.
But does it not follow from this that the Russian revolution was
(and m a i n s ) the nodal point of the world revolution; that the
fyndamental problems of the Russian revolution were (and are
now) also the fundamental problems of the world revolution?
Is it not dear that only on these fundamental problems was it
possible to put the revolutionism of the Left Social-Demomts
of the Werst to a real test?
D it not clear that those who regard these problems as "factional" problems fuUy expose their own vulgarity aud degen-

4P
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3. Slutsky merts that so far there has not been found a sufficient number of official documena testifying to Lenin's {the
Bolsheviks') determined and relentless struggle against m e i s m .
He employs this bureaucratic the& as an irrefutable argument
in favor of the postulate that Lenin (the Bolsheviks) undererstimated the danger of centrism in the Second InternationaI. And
you start arguing against this noasease, against this shabby pettifoggery. But what is there ta argue about? Is it not dear without argument that by his talk about documents Slutsky is trying
to cover up the wretchedness and the falsity of his so-called conception?
Slutsky considerrs the parry documents now available as inadequate. Why? O n what grounds? Are not the u n i v d y known
documents on the Second International, as weIl as t h a dealing
with the i n d party struggle in Russian Social-Demaacy,
au5Jent dedy to demonsunte the revolutionary relentlessness
of Lenin and the BoWwilrs in their swggle against the oppmtuaiilts and centrists? Is SIutsby at all familiar with these documents? What other documents does he need?
Let us amme that, in addition to the documents already
known, a mais of other documents were found, in the s h a ~
of, say, resolutions of the Bolahevih, again urging the necessity
of wiping out centtiam. W d d that mean that the mere existence
of paper document^ is sdkimt to demonatrate the real molutimay character and the real reIentlwnepaof the Bohhwiks' atti.
tude urwardf centrism? Who, save hopeleas bureauaats, a n rely
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on paper documents alone? Who, b e s i d e s ' h i w rats, daa
not understand that a party and its leaders must bt tented k t
of all by their &e& and not d y by their declarations? History
knows not a few Socialists who readily signed resolutions, no
matter how revolutionary, in order to a p e their annoying
aitiea. But that d o a not mean that they ca-d
out these
lutiona Furthermore, history knows not a few W i s t s who,
foaming at the mouth, called upon the worken' parties of oahm
counnies to perform the most revolutionary actions imaginable.
But that does not mean that they did not in their own party, or
in their own country, shrink fmm fighting their own opp6rrunists, their own bourgeoisie. b not this why Lenin taught us
to test revolutionary parties, trends and leaders, not by their
dedarations and resolutions, but by their deeds?
Is it not dear that if Slutsky really wanted to test the relentlew
ness of Leain's and the Bolsheviks' attitude towards centrism, he
should have taken as the basis of his article, not a few separate
documents and two or three personal letters, but a test of thc
Bolshevih by their &e&, their Itisbofy, their adionst Did we not
have opportunists and cenmhu in the Russian kid-Demmratic
Party? Did not the Bolsheviks wage a determined and dentless
stnaggle against all these trends? Were not these mends a g d zationally and ideologically connected with rhe opportunists and
aenuists in the West? Did not the BoIsheviks fight it out with
the opportunists and centrists as no other Left group fought them
anywhere else in the world? How can anyone say after aLl this
that Lmin and the &lshwik underestimated the danger of wnt r h ? Why did Slutsky ignore these facts, which are of daisivc
i m p ~ s ~ n cine characterising the Bolsheviks? Why did he not
m a r t to the most reliable metbod of testing LRnin and the Bolshwh by their deeds, by their actions? Why did he prefer the
lea reliable method of rummaging among mually selected
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B e a u the more reliable method of testing the Bolsheviks by
their deeds would have turned Slutsky's whoIe position upside
downinafhh
/
Beause a test of the Bolsheviks by theit deeds would haw
showm that the BohhwiLs are the only molutiomty orgdsation in the watld which has utterly mashed the oppommists
and cexlpiatil and driven them out of tbe patty.
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Bcause thc rcaI deeds and the r d history of tht Bolsbcvilca
would have @own that Slutsky's t e a c h m the Trotskyites, were
the principal and busit group which spread centrism in Russia,
and for tbis putpose created a $pedal organisation-the August
bloc, which was a hotbed of centrism.
Bemu= a test of the Bolsheviks by their deeds would have exp e d Slutsky once and for all as a falsifier of the history of our
party, who is trying to cover up the centrism of prewar Tmtskyism by slanderously accusing Lenin and the Bolsheviks of underestimating tbe danger of centrism.
That, d
e editors, is how matters stand with Slutsky and
lais attide.
Aa you see, the editors made a mistake in permitting a d k
m i o n with a falsifier of the history of our party.
What induced thc editors to take this wrong road? I think
that they were induced to take that road by the rotten liberalism
which has spread to some extent among a section of the Bohhe
vi2;a. Some Bolsheviks think that Trotskyism is a faction of
communhm-one which makes mistakes, it is true, which does
many foolish things, is sometimes even antiSwiet, but which,
nwwthcless, is a faction of communism. Hence, there is a m e what liberal attitude towards the Tmrskptes and Trotskyitethinking people. It need M y be proved that such a view of
Trotskyism is profoundly wrong and pernicious. As a matter
of fact, Trotskyism h a long since ceased to be a faction of communism. As a matter of fact, Trotskyism is the vanguard of the
counter-rev01utionary bourgeoisie which is fighting communism,
fighting the Soviet government, fighting the building of socialism
in the U,S.S.R
Who gave the muter-revolutionary bourgeoisie an idealogieal
weapon against -B
in the form oi the thesis that it is
impssibIe to build socialism in our country, in the form of the
h i s that the degeneration of the Bolshevih is inevitable, etc?
Trotskyism gave it that weapon. It is no addent that in theit attempts to prove the inwitability of the struggle against the !b
viet gwernment alI the anti-Soviet group in the U.S.3.R bave
been referring to the well-known rhest of Tmkyism that it is
i m p i b l e to build socialism in our muntry, that the @eration of the Soviet government is inevitable, that the return to
~ p i t d i s mis probabIe.
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Who gave the counter-~wolutionaty
hqcoisit in the US.$.$.
a tactical weapon in the form of attempts at open a c t h a agabt
the Soviet government? The Trotskyites, who tried to
antiSoviet demonstrations in M o m and Leningrad on N
w
ber 7, 1927, gave it that weapon. I t is a fact that the aati4wkt
actions of the Trotskyites raised the spirits of the bourgeoisie at@
let loose the wrecking activities of the bwrgeoia expetta
Who gave the counter-feyo1utiorw-ybourgeoeie an organisational weapon in the form of attempts at setting up u n d m g r d
anti-Soviet organizations? The Trotskyita, who organized their
own anti-BoLshevik illegal group, gave i t that weapon. It L a fact
that the underground anti-hiet work of the T&tskyites helped
the anti-Sovietgroup in the U3.S.R. to organixe.
Trotskyism is the vanguard of the counter-revolutionaryboutgeoisie.
That is why a liberal attitude towards Trotskyism, wen though
the latter is shattered and conmaled, is stupidly bordering on
crime, bordering on treason to the working class.
That is why the attempts of amain "writer%" and "historians"
to smuggIe disguised Trotskyite rubbish into our literature m a t
be met with a determined rebuff on the part of the Bolsheviks.
That is why we cannot permit a literary discussion with the
Trotskyite smugglers.
It seems to me that "historians"and "writers" of the Trotskyite
smuggler category are for the present trying to pmue their smuggling work dong two lines.
First, they are wing to prove that in the period before the war
Lenin underestimated the danger of centrism, thus kaving the
inexperienced reader to surmise that Lenin was not yet a real
revolutionary at that time; that he became one only after the war,
after he had "re-equipped" himself with Trotsky's ktanw
Slutsky may be regarded as a typical representative of this type
of smuggler. We have seen above that Slutsky and Co. are not
wortb making a fuss about.
Secondly, they are trying to prove that in the period prior to
the war Lenin did not realize the necessity of the bourgeoisdemomatic revolution passing into a sodafist revolution, thus leaving
the i n e x p r i e d reader to surmise that Lenin was not a rtal
Bolshevik at h a t time; that he realized thh n b t y only after
the war, after he had "re-equipped" himaelf with Trotsky's =

.
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Joseph Stalin
siatanm. We may regard Volaswich, author of A Course of
Histoty of the Communist Party of the Swiet Union, as a typical
representative of chis rype of smuggler. True, as far back as rgog
Lenin wrote that "from the democratic r#oludion we shall at
once, and just in accordance with the m e w r e of our strength, the
strength of the ~ ~ - c o n s c i oand
t c ~organized proletariat, begin to
pass over to the socialist r m l u t i m / that "we stand for uninterrupted revolution," that "we shall not stop hlf-way." True, a
very large number of faas and documents of an analogous nature
can be found in the works of Lenin But what do the Voloseviches
care about the facts of Lenin's life and work? The Vo~OsWi~es
write in order, by c a m o u themselves
~
in Bolshevik c01mto
drag in their anti-Leninist contraband, to utter I i a about the
Bolsheviks and to fabify the history of the Bolshevik Party.
As you see, the Voloseviches are wofthy of the Slutskys.
Such are the "paths and crossroads" of the Trotskyite smugglers.
You understand yomlves that i t is not the business of the
editors to facilitate the smuggling activities of su& "historians"
by providing them with a platform for discussion.
The task of the editors is, in my opinion, to raise the quations
concerning the history of Bolshevism to the proper level, to put
the study of the history of our party on scientific, Bolshevik lines,
d to concentrate attention against the Trotskyite and all other
falsifiers of the history of our party by systemarically tearing off
their masks.
This is all the more necessary since wen some of our historian6
I say, historians, without quotation marks* B o h h i k historim
of our party-are not free from mistaka which bring grist to the
mill of the Slutskys and Volosevicbes. In this respect, even Comrade Y d a v s k y i~ not, unfmunatdy, an exception; his books
on the history of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union,
despite all their merits, contain a number of errors in matters of
principle and history.
With Communist greetings*
J. STALIN
1931.
J o q h Stdin, Leninism (Selected Writings), pp. X P P - ~ ~ .
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